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I spy with my little eye, something beginning with…This fun and educational children’s ‘I spy’
picture book helps teach kids common words. Spot the item starting with each letter of the
alphabet from A to Z. Turn the page to reveal the answer to the picture puzzle. This book is set
out in alphabetical order for easy learning.I spy books. The ideal learning book for toddlers,
children in preschool, kindergarten or a higher grade, for ages 2 through to 7.



I spy with my little eye... A to Z: Children's book for learning ABC's. Alphabet picture book. Puzzle
book for toddlers, preschool & kindergarten kids. (I Spy Series 1), I spy with my little eye...
SHAPES: Children's book for learning shapes. 2D and 3D shapes picture book. Puzzle book for
toddlers, preschool & kindergarten kids. (I Spy Series 5), I SPY staying at home ABC: Toddlers I
SPY picture alphabet book. Ages 2-7 for toddlers, preschool & kindergarten kids. (I Spy Series
Book 6), The Very Hungry Spider (Silly Wood Tale), Who Swallowed Harold?: And Other Poems
About Pets, The Hiccupotamus, Books for Kids: Dragon’s Soup



Amy's Bookshelf Reviews, “Educational and fun. Yiangou brings a new look at the "I Spy" game,
and turned the game into children's books. This one is about learning about the alphabet. This
another volume in her "I spy with my little eye" series. A wonderful book filled with grand
illustrations, and it is fun to read to a child, and then, they can have fun learning letters of the
alphabet. What a wonderfully thought out story for a child. From Aa to Zz the fun begins. I look
forward to reading more by this author. I spy with my little eye... A to Z: Children's book for
learning ABC is a definite recommendation by Amy's Bookshelf Reviews.”

Emilie Keach, “Colorful, instructional. Very colorful. My son is too little to know his letters, but
there are still a ton of things we can identify, count, etc. And it will grow with him! I love learning
books!”

Wade Charlestant, “Love it!. I love that there aren’t too many pictures to choose from. My sons
speech is delayed so this is helpful. Thank you!”

Israel Drazin, “A fun effective way for children to learn the alphabet. “I spy with my Little Eye” by
Maria Yiangou is a beautiful book that children will enjoy while they learn the alphabet. The book
teaches them the capital and the lower case of all the letters. The book is arranged as a game.
The children are shown the two forms of the letters together with a half dozen objects and they
are challenged to identify the object whose name begins with the letter being taught. The answer
is on the following page.”

M. Blake, “Highly recommend this book !!. We actually downloaded kindle version of this book,
and it was so engaging that my 4 year old wanted to have an actual book, we ended up buying
paperback book. It’s educational and not overwhelming, love it!!! Highly recommend it!!!”

The book by Maria Yiangou has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 11 people have provided feedback.
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